ranges of passion, form and function

In the rolling hills of Burgundy

R

enowned for
   
its cuisine and fine
wines, it’s no surprise
that this region of superb
gastronomy should also be
home to another culinary
masterpiece — Lacanche.

The birthplace of
such quintessentially
French specialties as
beef bourguignon, coq
au vin and escargot,
in Burgundy also
resides the Lacanche
factory, located in
the charming village
of Lacanche.
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From its earliest beginnings,
the Lacanche factory has
remained small enough to
create an artisanal product,
yet innovative enough
to attract chefs and food
lovers from around the
world.

Explore your culinary world
Hosted in Lyon, France
by preeminent Chef Paul
Bocuse, the Bocuse d’Or
Cuisine Contest attracts
top chefs from around the
world. The event showcases
teams that prepare, cook
and serve their culinary
creations to a panel of
distinguished experts.
A little known fact is that
every Ambassade stove
used in the competition
is a Lacanche in disguise.
Ambassade ranges are
made at the Lacanche
factory with very few
differences aside from their
industrial appearance.
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A

s a beloved focal
point of your
kitchen, a Lacanche
exemplifies both artistry
and performance.
Durable porcelain enamel
allows your “star of the
kitchen” to shine, while
a seamless stainless-steel
cooktop enables easy
cleaning. Burners receive
optimal airflow even while
covered with the largest
stockpot.

Prelude to a new gourmet lifestyle

Embrace your inner chef
“As a chef, I
enjoy bringing my
professional habits
to my home. The big
oven has many options
and the warming
cupboard is perfect for
heating croissants!”

The stainless steel work
station provides an ideal
surface for preparing food
and plating finished entreés.

A heavy cast-iron traditional
plate over an 18,000 BTU
burner allows simultaneous
browning and simmering.

Solid brass
burners unleash a broad
spectrum of heat — from
1,200 to 18,000 BTUs.

The enamel-plated castiron grill can be placed over
two burners to provide the
flexibility of grilling indoors.

chef Phili pp e G auvre au
La rotonde
Fonten ay owner
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Discover a healthier way of living

Unleash your gourmet talents
“I love to cook!
That’s why I
didn’t want my
stove to just look
pretty, I wanted
a workhorse.”
Annie Bentley
Su l ly AND v o l nay o w n e r
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T

he crackling of
fresh herb-infused
oils on a hot skillet. The
irresistible aroma of
freshly baked pastries.
The anticipation of a
perfectly roasted turkey.
Discover what chefs have
known for centuries. With
Lacanche’s low simmering
or high searing capabilities, unlock subtle flavors
in seasonal ingredients and
time-honored recipes.
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Gather friends and create memories

C

ooking with
a Lacanche is a
process that is sentient in
every way: the sound of
the flame igniting, the
feel of the knob’s smooth
surface and the aroma of
family favorite dishes
filling the home.

Ideal for slow cooking,
proofing, and preheating
chafing dishes or up to
12 plated entreés,
the warming cupboard
maintains your preferred
temperature from
80–230˚F. Relax and
enjoy your party, confident
the meal will be ready
when you are!
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A Lacanche range evokes
experiences passed down
between generations that
honor the ritual of cooking,
eating, and gathering with
friends and family.

Opposite page
Contractor—Choice Wood Company
Custom pot rack—Holly Vrieze-Murray
Custom range hood—David Lewis
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compact and accomplished

Cormatin

models are available

in 16 premium colors,
four trim finishes (brass,
chrome, stainless and
nickel) and multiple
configurations.
A comprehensive list

SAMPLE CONFIGURATIONS

of rangetop layouts,
Like its namesake village, the
Cormatin is proof that great things
do come in small packages. Each
Cormatin features a full-sized
oven (your choice of gas, electric
or convection) plus three options
for cooktops in either three or four
stepped burner configurations.

oven options and
accessories can be
found in the current
price sheet in the
back pocket.
Art Culinaire’s staff

Shown in Mandarine with chrome trim.

is happy to support
and guide you, as

premium color finishes not pictured: matte black and special order Aubergine (eggplant)

needed, each step
along the way.

White
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Delft Blue

French Blue

Portuguese Blue

Frangipane

Ivory

classic and capable

Cluny

“oven size was an
important factor…
my 18-pound turkey

SAMPLE CONFIGURATIONS

As a proven performer and
our most requested model, the
Cluny fits perfectly into kitchens
requiring two ovens and every
inch of cabinet space. With a
five-burner cooktop and a host
of optional features, your Cluny
is equipped to grow and change
with the needs of your family.

could have been 22
pounds! It was my
best turkey ever.”
— Ann Franzen, Cluny owner

Shown in French Blue with chrome trim.

Provence Yellow

Mandarine

Burgundy Red

Terra Cotta

Marron Glace

British Racing Green

Vert Sologne

Stainless
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outstanding artistry and poise

“I love all the details

Cluny

1400

including the beautiful
brass burners. The
quality is amazing! I
Also love the feel of
opening and closing
the oven door.”

Add a vertical warming cupboard to the
Cluny to romance the notion of warm
plates serving hot food. A full Cluny
1400 cooking suite just might transform
your kitchen into a neighborhood bistro
for countless healthy and savory evening
gatherings. Choose either a left or right
warming cupboard, depending upon
ergonomics and proximity to dining area.
Shown in Vert Sologne with brass trim.

— Susan Carlino, Cormatin owner

SAMPLE CONFIGURATIONS
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LACANCHE

frenchranges.com

unparalleled perfection

Cluny

1800

“I have never had such

1800

juicy meats with my
gas oven or such

If one warming cupboard
is not enough, add two!
Imagine the amazement of
your guests as you calmly
serve up to 12 hot-plated
entreés from each. Or, if extra
storage is preferred, change
one warming cupboard to a
permanent storage cupboard.

perfectly baked goods
with my electric oven.
As far as looks, this
is a 10 all around.”

Shown in Ivory with brass trim.
— Diana Wakefield, Cluny owner

SAMPLE CONFIGURATIONS

Configure your range online

frenchranGes.com/configure
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elegant and composed

“My two beautiful

Volnay

lacanche ranges
are easily equal to
the highest quality
restaurant cooking
equipment I was
trained on in Europe.

If you entertain or prefer a larger oven, the
Volnay may be just what you need. Its built-in
warming cupboard keeps food heated while you
finish cooking other dishes. The full-sized oven
is spacious enough for the plumpest turkey.
Your culinary skills will have room to roam on
five stepped burners or four stepped burners
and a traditional plate.
Shown in Marron Glace with chrome trim.

— Chef Erika G. Cenci
Touch of Europe Bed & Breakfast
Volnay and Cormatin owner
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LACANCHE

frenchranges.com

SAMPLE CONFIGURATIONS

perfectly proportioned

Vougeot

the cast-iron grill
plate rests over any
two side burners,
locking on to the

As the sister model to the Volnay,
the only difference is the placement
of the warming cupboard. Choose
the range that best fits your
kitchen’s design needs, and allows
ease of access to preparation and
serving areas.

grate to prevent
sliding. Great for
rapidly searing with

Shown in Burgundy Red with brass trim.

minimal fats or oils!
SAMPLE CONFIGURATIONS

Configure your range online

frenchranGes.com/configure
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majestic and commanding

ideal for French

Fontenay

toast, pancakes
and pan searing,
The griddle plate’s
unique design
locks on to your
Lacanche grate

Sometimes style and performance
marry to form a happy union. Your
Fontenay perfectly exemplifies this
union with its generously appointed
custom cooktop, two vertical warming
cupboards and a central gas, electric
or convection oven. With the stainlesssteel worktop option, this model is
ideal for stand alone applications
where counter space is limited.
Shown in Delft Blue with chrome trim.

for stability and
SAMPLE CONFIGURATIONS
cooking ease.
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LACANCHE

frenchranges.com

Sully

elegant and timeless

“What I like about
the sully is that we

Will you be preparing an intimate
dinner for two… or are you
entertaining for 50? Your Sully is
uniquely suited to every culinary
task. With a configuration of up to
seven burners (or six burners and a
cast-iron traditional plate) and two
generous ovens of any combination
(gas, electric or convection),
the Sully has it all.

have seven burners
and two ovens. yet
with all that cooking
power, it doesn’t
over whelm the space.”

Shown in Frangipane with brass trim.
— Jim & Amy Matis, Sully owners

SAMPLE CONFIGURATIONS

Configure your range online

frenchranGes.com/configure
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sublime and sophisticated

“Just last weekend
I found I could make

Sully

1800

white stock, brown
stock, velouté Sauce,
pÂtés and fruit tarts
— simultaneously!
The traditional plate

The Sully 1800 has everything your
heart desires: a stepped array of
up to nine burners (or up to eight
burners and a cast-iron traditional
plate) plus two ample ovens and
a warming cupboard. Select any
combination of gas, electric or
convection ovens, with a warming
cupboard on your preferred side.
Shown in Matte Black with chrome trim.

is amazing.”
SAMPLE CONFIGURATIONS
— Mike McGirr, Cluny owner
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LACANCHE

frenchranges.com

Sully

magnificently capable

Durable, old-world

2200

materials such as

The Sully 2200
is a tour de force.
With up to eleven
burners plus two
ample ovens and
two warming
cupboards, this
range is, without
exaggeration, a
masterpiece.

porcelain enamel,
cast iron and brass
enable lacanche to
remain true to its
enduring legacy.

Shown in Provence Yellow.

SAMPLE CONFIGURATIONS

Configure your range online

frenchranGes.com/configure
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Established as an ironworks in the late 18th century, the Lacanche factory owes its start to the
iron-rich soil of central France. Today, after 200 years of first making coal-fired stoves and then
gas ranges, Lacanche is firmly committed to combining the best of modern and traditional
techniques both in range design and fabrication.

These early-1900s postcards were recently discovered in the shoebox of a Lacanche village elder.

